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ie. shaming boys for participating in 
"girl stuff" while encouraging girls to 
participate in "boy stuff"
WE ALSO DEVALUE 
WORK ASSOCIATED 
WITH FEMININITY..




WOMEN AND CARE 
WORKERS LESS THAN 
MEN AND NON-CARE 
WORKERS
 
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO 
DEVALUE FEMININITY?
We as a culture do not value traits or activities traditionally associated with women. This can be seen 
in the way we raise boys versus the way we raise girls. Girls are more likely to be encouraged to break 
traditional gender expectations by participating in activities that display their strength, intelligence, 
and bravery--all associated with masculinity. From playing with blocks during childhood to taking an 
interest in math and science, girls are more likely to be allowed to cross the boundaries of gender, 
whether they are called "tomboys" or praised for not being stereotypical "princesses." However, boys 
are not given this same acceptance when it comes to participating in the other gender's 
characteristics. If a boy plays with dolls and later decides they want to work in childcare or be a nurse, 
they are susceptible to being chastised and having their sexual orientation  questioned. This is all due 
to the devaluation of femininity, that marks feminine qualities as negative and masculine qualities as 
what is to be striven for.
Four Extremely Valuable 









WORK? WHY IS IT 
UNDERVALUED?
Jobs that require feminine
 qualities are declared
 feminine and thus
 are undervalued.
 Care work is a majority
 of this, because to
 be in care work you
 must have the
 defining feminine
 qualities of being 
 caring, attentive,
 and social. Society's
 definitions
 of which jobs are
 feminine and which are
 masculine can change over time.
 This is because as more women
 enter a formerly male dominated
 occupation, it becomes
 feminized (Miller 2016). It then is devalued and
the pay decreases for both the
men and women in it. So feminine qualities and women's presence both create a 
feminized job, which becomes a job with less value, and therefore less pay. But why 
is this allowed? Possible reasons include the fact that the benefits that care work 
brings to society is not measurable like the profits of other businesses are. While 
care work benefits a society by helping its people and improving the world we live 
in, these benefits cannot be monetarily quantified like the profits that come from 
immediately consumable products (Carleton 2015)
 
EXAMPLE:
A study done in Russia found 
that doctors are one of the 
lowest paying professions 
there. Even with the same 
required amount and rigor of 
schooling, it is considered a 
women's occupation because it 
involves caring and helping 
others-- traits associated with 
femininity. This shows that as 
women dominate a field, it is 
devalued and paid poorly. 
("Patriarchy's Magic Trick" 2013)
WHY DOES THIS MATTER?
The devaluation of feminized work hurts both men and women because it 
prevents them from entering and being supported by jobs they are truly 
interested in. Out of fear of social castration and the low pay, men avoid 
care work positions such as teaching and counseling. With the significant 
and widespread expectation that men seek fulfillment through their ability 
to make money for themselves and their family, taking a job with low pay 
does not align. Women are impacted because they must decide to either 
accept low pay or enter a demanding male-dominated job that allows for 
less time to be involved in responsibilities involving care, which are highly 
expected of them. We must strive to value work based on skill, the 
education required for it, and its contributions to society and 
communities, and not on the gender from which it came from.
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